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Abstract
The class of geometric surgical theories (which includes all o-minimal theories) is examined.
The main theorem is that every stable theory that is interpretable in a geometric surgical theory is
superstable of finite U -rank.
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1. Introduction
The results of this paper arose in trying to answer the following question: for any
o-minimal (with dense linear order) structure D, is every stable structure interpretable in
D superstable?
No generality is to be gained by asking the question for simple instead of stable
structures interpretable in D, the point being that o-minimal structures (or theories) do
not have the independence property, so that simple and stable are equivalent in this context.
Neither can one try to strengthen the conclusion beyond superstable, as there is an example
of a structure interpretable in 〈Q,<〉 that is superstable and has continuum many 1-types
over the empty set. (Consider a collection of unary predicates 〈Pζ : ζ ∈ 2<ω〉, interpreted
so that each Pζ0 and Pζ1 are half-open intervals partitioning Pζ .)
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We are able to answer the above question affirmatively, even when D belongs to a
class of structures more general than just o-minimal. The class of structures in which we
are interested was first introduced in [2]. They are structures whose complete theory is
geometric, as defined here in Definition 2.1. The notion of surgical defined in Definition 2.5
appears in the same paper, although under different nomenclature.
Central to our considerations is the notion of a pregeometry, as well as the notion of
dimension thereby arising. The reader is referred to Chapter II of [4] for the relevant
definitions. Another important notion is that of interpretability, and we give a few words
of clarification to our approach. Heuristically, a structure X is interpretable in a structure
A provided that X is isomorphic to some quotient U/E , where U ⊆ Am is a definable
set and E is a definable equivalence relation on U . To say isomorphic here means that all
of the structure of X is definable on U/E within A. Another way of putting this is that a
structure X is interpretable in A precisely when it is definable in Aeq, and we often call
Aeq the collective “interpreted structure” of A. We formalize this as follows.
Definition 1.1. We say that a structure X with language L0 is interpretable in a structure A
with language L provided that (i) L0 ⊂ Leq in a way that all variables of the L0-formulas
belong to the same imaginary sort of Leq, and (ii) X ∼= X ′, where X ′ ⊂ Aeq denotes the
sort of the L0-variables, together with the induced L0-structure.
Fact 1.2. Assume the structure X is interpretable in A. The language Leq0 determined by
the definable equivalence relations in X is naturally contained in the language Leq in such
a way that the natural embedding X ↪→ Aeq extends to an embedding of Xeq into Aeq.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define the basic objects
of study, a class of theories for which there is a well behaved notion of dimension
on the definable structure. In Section 3 we show that this dimension can be extended
to the interpretable structure, and we explicate some basic properties. The main result
(Theorem 4.1) is proved in Section 4, using the results from Section 3 in an almost
axiomatic fashion.
When speaking of “definable structure” we generally include things that are type-
definable. The reader is reminded that the class of type-definable sets in a theory is
closed under finite unions, projections, and of course closed under intersections. We make
frequent use of the notation p∨q and ∃x p when p and q are partial types, and x is a (finite)
tuple of free variables in p. These are defined as follows: p ∨ q is the set of all formulas
f ∨ g where f ∈ p and g ∈ q , and ∃x p the set of all formulas ∃x f where f ∈ p. Clearly
these are partial types.
2. Definitions and basic properties
Definition 2.1. By a pregeometric theory we mean a complete theory T such that algebraic
closure satisfies the Steinitz exchange property in all models of T . (In other words, the
algebraically closed subsets of each model form a pregeometry.)
By a geometric theory we mean a pregeometric theory T that eliminates ∃∞, namely:
for each formula f = f (x0, . . . , xm) there exists an integer n > 0 such that, for any tuple
a = (a1, . . . , am) in a model of T , f (x0, a) is algebraic only if it has <n realizations.
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We shall always use dim(−) to denote the algebraic dimension function on tuples in any
model of a pregeometric theory, and accordingly dim(−/A) to denote this dimension over
a parameter set A.
One key property of pregeometric theories is that algebraic independence (and therefore
dimension) is type-definable. As we shall make frequent use of this, we introduce some
useful notation for purposes of exposition. The basic idea behind the following definition
is that a tuple (a1, . . . , am) is algebraically independent over a set B if and only if
ai+1 /∈ acl(Ba1, . . . , ai ) for all i = 0, . . . ,m − 1, as follows by the exchange property.
Definition 2.2. Let B be set in a model of a pregeometric theory. Define Φ1B(x) to be the
set of all formulas of the form ¬ f (x), where f (x) is an algebraic formula in one free
variable with parameters in B . Clearly Φ1B(x) is consistent.
For each m ≥ 1 define Φm+1B (x1, . . . , xm+1) to be the type ΦmB (x1, . . . , xm) together
with the set of all formulas of the form ¬ f (x1, . . . , xm+1), such that f (x1, . . . , xm+1) is
a formula with parameters in B , and for every m-tuple (a1, . . . , am) in a model containing
B , the formula f (a1, . . . , am , xm+1) is algebraic.
The compactness theorem ensures that eachΦmB (x1, . . . , xm) is consistent, and it defines
the set of all m-tuples that are algebraically independent over B in any model containing B .
Another property of pregeometric theories is the existence of generic points, namely:
if p is a partial type over a subset A of a model of a pregeometric theory, and if there
is a realization a |= p with dim(a/A) = m, then for any set B containing A there is a
realization a′ |= p (possibly in an elementary extension) such that dim(a′/B) ≥ m.
Proof. We may assume the realization a = (a1, . . . , an) of p = p(x1, . . . , xn)
is such that a1, . . . , am are algebraically independent over A, and am+1, . . . , an are
algebraic over Aa1, . . . , am . One shows by induction that each type pi(x1, . . . , xi ) =
(∃xi+1, . . . , xn)p(x1, . . . , xn) is consistent with ΦiB(x1, . . . , xi ), for i = 1, . . . ,m. In
particular p(x1, . . . , xn) ∪ ΦmB (x1, . . . , xm) is consistent, and any realization a′ has the
desired property. 
From this it follows that, for pregeometric theories, the dimension of partial types (and
formulas) is well defined and independent of the choice of parameter set.
Definition 2.3. Let p be any partial type over a model of a pregeometric theory. We define
dim(p) to be the maximum value of dim(c/A), where A is a fixed parameter set for p, and
c ranges over all realizations of p in all elementary extensions.
Let T be any complete theory. It is easy to see that, for any formula f (x0, . . . , xm),
there is a partial type q(x1, . . . , xm) such that f (x0, a1, . . . , am) is non-algebraic if and
only if (a1, . . . , am) realizes q . Elimination of ∃∞ means that this type q is equivalent
to a formula, namely (∃≥nx0) f (x0, . . . , xm) for sufficiently large n. In the case that T is
pregeometric, non-algebraicity conditions can be expressed in terms of dimension. The
following “definability of dimension” result is straightforward to prove.
Fact 2.4. Let f (x, y) = f (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) be any formula over a geometric
theory. For each k = 0, . . . ,m there exists a formula θ k(y1, . . . , yn) such that
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dim f (x, b) ≥ k if and only if b |= θ k , for any tuple b = (b1, . . . , bn) in a model of
the theory.
Note that, by taking boolean combinations of the θ k’s, the parameter sets for the
conditions “dim f (x, b) < k” and “dim f (x, b) = k” are also definable.
One last definition fills out the basic objects of our study. Here the dimension of a
definable set is given, via Definition 2.3, by the dimension of its defining formula.
Definition 2.5. A pregeometric theory is said to be surgical provided that, for any
definable set X and any definable equivalence relation E on X , at most finitely many
E-classes have the same dimension as X .
Some examples. Any o-minimal theory for which the linear order is dense is an example
of a geometric surgical theory. (See [3], for instance.) Note that the presence of a linear
order, however, implies that algebraic and definable closure coincide.
Any strongly minimal theory is geometric and surgical, but these are included in a much
more general class: every simple theory T of SU -rank 1 is geometric and surgical. First
of all, every SU -rank 1 theory is pregeometric, and dim(−/−) coincides with SU(−/−).
From the properties of SU -rank it follows that T is surgical. The fact that T eliminates ∃∞
is Lemma 4.2 of [1].
An example of a geometric theory that is not surgical is given by the theory of p-adically
closed fields. The point is that the valuation v is definable, and v(x) = v(y) defines an
equivalence relation that has infinitely many infinite (i.e., dimension one) classes.
An example of a pregeometric theory that is surgical but not geometric is
T = Th(ω,<). The key property of T is that it is a discrete o-minimal theory, so again
algebraic and definable closure coincide, and definable closure satisfies exchange. The
formula x < y witnesses that T does not eliminate ∃∞. The easiest way to see that T is
surgical is to apply Corollary 3.6, using the fact that T eliminates imaginaries.
(Elimination of imaginaries for T follows in two basic steps. One first shows that every
definably closed subset of a model of T is an elementary substructure, which follows using
discrete o-minimality. One then shows that for every definable equivalence relation E , any
class c/E in a model A has a representative in dcl(c¯)∩ A, where c¯ = c/E is the imaginary.
Thus every imaginary point is definable over its real definable closure.)
An example of a pregeometric theory that is neither geometric nor surgical is the theory
of an equivalence relation E with a unique E-class of size n for all n ≥ 1. This is
pregeometric because algebraic closure is trivial. Surgery is prohibited because there are
infinitely many infinite E-classes.
Proposition 2.6. Any geometric surgical theory eliminates the quantifier ∃∞ in all
imaginary sorts.
Proof. Assume T is geometric and surgical with language L. Given the way that each Leq-
formula arises from an L-formula, it suffices to prove the following: for any L-formula
E(x, y, z) such that E(x, y, b) defines an equivalence relation for all parameter tuples b
in all models of T , there is an integer n > 0 such that any instance E(x, y, b) has finitely
many classes only if it has <n classes.
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Let E(x, y, z) define an equivalence relation for all parameters in z. Let q(z) be the
type such that E(x, y, b) has infinitely many classes if and only if b |= q . Our objective is
to show that q is equivalent to a formula. For convenience we use the following notation:
let U be the projection of E(x, y, z) onto the z coordinates, and X the projection of E
onto the (y, z) coordinates. Both X and U are definable, and for each b ∈ U the formula
Eb(x, y) = E(x, y, b) defines an equivalence relation on the fiber Xb = {a : (a, b) ∈ X}.
Let |x | (= |y|) = m, so any point in a fiber Xb has dimension at most m. Fact 2.4 implies
that there are definable sets Θ0, . . . ,Θm ⊆ X such that, for each k = 0, . . . ,m, the fiber
Θkb is the set of all a ∈ Xb for which dim Eb(x, a) = k. (Namely, the dimension of the Eb
classes is uniformly definable in b.) Keep in mind that some of the fibers Θkb or even some
Θk may be empty.
Claim. For any b ∈ U, the relation Eb has finitely many classes if and only if dimΘkb = k
for each k = 0, . . . ,m such that Θkb = ∅.
To prove this, assume first that Eb has finitely many classes. Thus each non-empty fiber
Θkb is covered by finitely many Eb-classes, each of which has dimension k by definition.
Thus dimΘkb = k, since the finite union of dimension k sets has dimension k. For the
converse assume dimΘkb = k for each k = 0, . . . ,m such that Θkb = ∅. Since Eb restricts
to an equivalence relation on the fiber Θkb , each of whose classes has dimension k, by
surgery there can be at most finitely many such Eb-classes. And since Xb is covered by the
non-empty fibers among Θ0b , . . . ,Θ
m
b , there are at most finitely many Eb-classes in total.
This proves the claim.
For any b ∈ U it follows that Eb has infinitely many classes if and only if b
satisfies dimΘkb > k for some k = 0, . . . ,m − 1. For each k = 0, . . . ,m − 1, the set
Y k = {b ∈ U : dimΘkb > k} is definable, again by Fact 2.4. The disjunction of the Y k’s is
equivalent to the type q , as desired. 
3. Dimension in the interpreted structure
Let T be a pregeometric theory. There is a dimension function on partial types over
models of T that satisfies the following properties:
(1) dimension is automorphism invariant;
(2) generic points exist: for each partial type p over a set A, and for any set B containing
A, there is a realization a |= p such that dim(a/B) = dim(p);
(3) dim(p) = 0 if and only if p is algebraic;
(4) for each type p, there is a finite f ⊆ p such that dim(p) = dim( f ).
We also mention two properties—both corollaries of (2) above:
(5) if p |= q , then dim(p) ≤ dim(q), and
(6) dim(p ∨ q) = max{dim(p), dim(q)}
for all partial types p, q . (These last two properties imply that dimension is a “rank” on
the boolean algebras of definable sets, and the fourth property asserts that this rank is
“continuous” on the Stone spaces of complete types.)
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Implicit throughout this discussion is that the partial types are realized by tuples in the
home sort, that is, for which the algebraic pregeometry makes sense. The aim of this section
is to show that, for any pregeometric theory T , the dimension function extends to one on
the definable structure in the imaginary sorts, and under the hypothesis that T is geometric
and surgical, all properties (1)–(4) extend as well.
We shall frequently employ the combinatorial properties of dimension that hold in every
pregeometry, namely:
(i) finite character: for any tuple a and any set B , there is a finite B ′ ⊆ B such that
dim(a/B ′) = dim(a/B);
(ii) additivity: dim(ab/C) = dim(a/bC)+ dim(b/C);
(iii) transitivity: if B ⊂ C , then dim(a/B) ≥ dim(a/C).
To put this into better perspective, there is an independence relation defined on any
pregeometry as follows: a tuple a is independent from b over a set C if and only if
dim(a′/C) = dim(a′/Cb) for all finite subtuples a′ of a. Properties (i)–(iii) imply that
this independence relation is transitive, symmetric, has finite character, etc.
Setup. Fix a pregeometric theory T with language L. As per convention we fix D to be a
large, saturated model of T . All types and formulas mentioned are assumed to be over D,
and moreover all parameter sets are “small” with regard to the saturation degree of D. We
use the general expression “type” to include partial types, and we shall restrict attention to
types whose variable tuple is finite.
To keep notation clean, we write just acl(−) for algebraic closure in the Leq-structure.
However we aim to be very careful in distinguishing between tuples that are “imaginary”
versus “real,” i.e., belong to Deq or just D.
Exchange Lemma 3.1. Algebraic closure satisfies the exchange property for real points
over imaginary parameters, that is: for any a, b ∈ D and A ⊂ Deq such that a ∈
acl(b A) \ acl(A), b ∈ acl(Aa).
Proof. Assume a, b and A are as in the statement such that a ∈ acl(Ab) \ acl(A) but
b /∈ acl(Aa), and let p(x, y) = tp(a, b/A). Take a small model B ≺ D such that A ⊆ Beq.
LetΦ1B(x) andΦ
2
B(x, y) be as in Definition 2.2. The type ∃yp(x, y) is non-algebraic, hence
consistent with Φ1B(x), so let a
′ be a common realization. The type p(a′, y) is also non-
algebraic, hence consistent with Φ2B(a′, y), so take b′ to be a common realization. Clearly
a′ ∈ acl(Ab′). Every definable subset of Bn over parameters in Beq is also definable
over B . Hence there is a formula over B witnessing that a′ ∈ acl(Bb′), contradicting
that (a′, b′) |= Φ2B . 
Some important corollaries of this lemma are the following.
• For any real tuple b and set A ⊂ Deq, any two maximal A-algebraically independent
subtuples of b have the same cardinality; thus we may use the notation dim(−/−)
accordingly, as long as the first argument is real.
• The function dim(−/−) has finite character, is additive, and transitive, as long as the
first argument is real.
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• Let p(x) = p(x1, . . . , xn) be a type over A ⊂ Deq such that the variable tuple x is real.
If there is a |= p such that dim(a/A) = m, then for each set B containing A there is
a′ |= p such that dim(a′/B) = m.
The next definition is the most important one of this section, the extension of the
function dim(−/−) so that the first argument ranges over imaginary tuples. Its motivation
is as follows. One would hope that dimension obeys (i) the additive property, and (ii)
any tuple that is algebraic over a set B should have dimension zero over B . Every finite
imaginary tuple a is definable over some finite real tuple b; hence properties (i) and (ii)
would imply:
dim(b/Aa)+ dim(a/A) = dim(a/Ab)+ dim(b/A) = dim(b/A),
or
dim(a/A) = dim(b/Aa)− dim(b/A).
As b is real, we can already make sense of the right-hand side.
Definition 3.2. Let a be a finite tuple in Deq and A ⊂ Deq any set. We define dim(a/A)
to be |b| − dim(b/Aa), where b is some (any) finite real tuple that is algebraically
independent over A such that a is algebraic over Ab.
Lemma 3.3. This definition does not depend on the choice of the tuple b. Furthermore
dim(a/A) = dim(b/A)− dim(b/Aa) (1)
for any finite real tuple b such that a is algebraic over Ab.
Proof. First take b as in the definition of dim(a/A): a finite real tuple, algebraically
independent over A, such that a is algebraic over Ab. Let b′ be a maximal Aa-independent
subtuple of b. Next let c be a real tuple for which |c| − |c′| is minimal such that (i) c
is algebraically independent over A, (ii) a is algebraic over Ac, and (iii) c′ is an Aa-
algebraically independent subtuple of c. Our claim is that
|b| − |b′| ≤ |c| − |c′|, (2)
for then we must have equality, since b and b′ also satisfy (i)–(iii) in place of c and c′
respectively. (Since b was arbitrarily chosen, this establishes the first part of the lemma.)
To prove the inequality in (2), let d be a realization of tp(c/Aa) such that the subtuple
d ′ ⊆ d corresponding to c′ is algebraically independent over Aab. (This works since
the type has real variables.) Clearly d and d ′ satisfy conditions (i)–(iii). Our definitions
together with the Exchange Lemma imply that a and b are interalgebraic over Ab′; the
same reasoning yields that a and d are interalgebraic over Ad ′, and therefore d is algebraic
over Ad ′b. Obviously dim(d/Ab) = dim(d ′/Ab) = |d ′|. Since the tuples b and d are real,
we may apply additivity:
dim(d/Ab)+ dim(b/A) = dim(b/Ad)+ dim(d/A),
and thus
|b| − dim(b/Ad) = |d| − |d ′|.
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Again we deduce b is algebraic over Ab′d , hence dim(b/Ad) = dim(b′/Ad) ≤ |b′|.
Putting everything together yields (2).
To prove the second part of the lemma, let a be any finite tuple, and b a finite real tuple
such that a is algebraic over Ab. Take c′ to be a maximal Aa-independent subtuple of b,
so that dim(b/Aa) = |c′|. Using the Exchange Lemma we may extend c′ to a maximal
A-independent subtuple c ⊆ b. Since b is algebraic over Ac, so is a, and the definition
implies
dim(a/A) = |c| − dim(c/Aa).
The choice of the tuple c, however, ensures |c| = dim(b/A) and dim(c/Aa) =
dim(b/Aa) = |c′|. 
One verifies that the value of dim(−/−) in Definition 3.2 coincides with the original in
the case that the first argument is real, so this new function really just extends the algebraic
dimension on the home sort. The existence of a dimension on Deq does not, however,
necessitate the existence of a pregeometry structure to which this dimension belongs. One
way of seeing this is that there are always points in Deq with dimension >1, which in a
pregeometry is impossible.
Proposition 3.4. For pregeometric theories, dimension in the Leq-structure has the
following properties:
(1) it has finite character, is additive, and is transitive provided that the first argument of
dim(−/−) is finite,
(2) the value of dim(a/b) depends only on tp(a, b), and
(3) for any partial Leq-type p with parameters in A, if there is a |= p such that
dim(a/A) = m, then for any B containing A there is a′ |= p such that
dim(a′/B) ≥ m.
Proof. Part (1) is a straightforward application of the previous lemma and the fact that
the respective conditions hold when the first argument of dim(−/−) is a real tuple. The
proof of (2) is also straightforward, using just the definition and the fact that algebraic
independence of real tuples is expressible by a type.
To prove (3), let a |= p such that dim(a/A) = m, and let B contain A. Let b be a real
and A-independent such that a is algebraic over Ab, and let q(x, y) = tp(a, b/A). Let b′
realize ∃xq(x, y) generically over B , since y is real, and finally let a′ |= q(x, b′). It is
clear that a′ |= p, that b′ is algebraically independent over B , and a′ is algebraic over Bb′.
Therefore:
dim(a′/B) = |b′| − dim(b′/Ba′)
≥ |b′| − dim(b′/Aa′) by transitivity,
= |b| − dim(b/Aa), since (a′, b′) |= q ,
= m. 
Definition 2.3 therefore applies to types in the Leq-structure, as long as the variable
tuple is finite. A corollary of the proposition is that properties (1) and (2) at the beginning
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of this section hold for the extended dimension; therefore properties (5) and (6) hold as
well.
Note that dim(a/A) = 0 whenever a is algebraic over A, since we can take b in
Definition 3.2 to be empty. Hence all algebraic types in the Leq-structure have dimension
zero. One corollary of the next proposition is that precisely the algebraic types have
dimension zero in a pregeometric surgical theory, or in other words, property (3) from
the beginning of this section is valid for the extended dimension. Moreover this property
characterizes surgery.
Proposition 3.5. A pregeometric theory is surgical if and only if the following holds:
(∗) dim(a/b) = 0 implies a ⊂ acl(b), for all imaginary tuples a, b.
Proof. First assume D has surgical theory. Let a be imaginary such that dim(a/b) = 0.
We may assume a is an imaginary point, for then the general case follows by induction on
|a|. Let E denote the L-equivalence relation for the sort to which a belongs, and let c lie in
the E-class that a codes. The fact that dim(a/b) = 0 implies dim(c/b) = dim(c/ba) = m,
say, by Lemma 3.3, because a is definable over c. Since algebraic dependence among the
coordinates of c over b is witnessed by a formula, there is a b-definable set X containing c
such that dim(X) = m. Note that E is an equivalence relation on X . Since dim(c/ba) = m
and the class c/E is definable over a, c/E has dimension m. Now were a not algebraic over
b, any infinite sequence of b-conjugates would yield an infinite sequence of E-classes, all
of which with dimension m.
To prove the converse, assume condition (∗) holds. Note that (∗) is preserved after
naming any set of parameters. Assume the theory is not surgical, as witnessed by a
definable set X and equivalence relation E , and assume without loss of generality that
both are over the empty set. Say dim X = m, and let (ci ) be a sequence of distinct
E-class representatives such that dim(ci ) = m for all i . Using Ramsey’s theorem and
compactness we may replace this by a sequence (ci ) satisfying these same conditions,
together with the property that all ci ’s have the same complete type. (The point is that
algebraic independence is type-definable.) Since each ci is a generic point of X , all classes
ci/E have dimension m. Let ai ∈ Deq be the code of ci/E for each i , so that all ai ’s have
the same complete type. A simple calculation shows that dim(a0) = 0, namely: let b be
a generic point of c0/E over a0, so dim(b/a0) = dim(b) = m, and apply Lemma 3.3.
Condition (∗) then implies that a0 is algebraic over the empty set, a contradiction. 
Recall that a theory is said to have geometric elimination of imaginaries provided that,
for every model A and every imaginary a ∈ Aeq, there is a real tuple b in A such that a and
b are interalgebraic.
Corollary 3.6. Any pregeometric theory with geometric elimination of imaginaries must
be surgical.
Proof. Assume a, b are imaginary tuples such that dim(a/b) = 0. Geometric elimination
implies there is a real tuple c that is interalgebraic with a, and one sees that dim(c/b) =
dim(c/ba) by Lemma 3.3. Since c is algebraic over a, we get dim(c/b) = 0, and therefore
c is algebraic over b since it is a real tuple. Thus a is also algebraic over b. 
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Proposition 3.7. Assume T is geometric. Then for any type p in the Leq-structure, there
is a finite f ⊂ p that has the same dimension as p.
Proof. Our notation throughout the proof accords with that in the following “reduction”
principle: For any Leq-formula f (t) where t = (t1, . . . , tm), there is an L-formula
fL(x) = fL(x1, . . . , xm) such that (i) the x1, . . . , xm are mutually disjoint real variable
tuples, where each xi belongs to the equivalence relation giving rise to the sort of ti , and
(ii) a real tuple a = (a1, . . . , am) realizes fL (x) if and only if its image a¯ = (a1, . . . , am)
under the product of quotient maps realizes f (t). In the case that some ti is a real variable,
it is clear that we can take xi = ti .
One remark: every formula f (t) with imaginary parameters is equivalent to one with
real parameters (this follows from the reduction principle), and as such we may assume
that all parameters appearing in formulas or types are real. One sees that the formula fL(x)
obtained by reduction from an Leq-formula f (t) can be chosen so that f and fL have the
same parameter tuple.
Let p(t) = p(t1, . . . , tm) be a partial type in the Leq-structure. We may assume that p
is closed under finite conjunctions, hence the type
pL(x) = { fL(x) : f ∈ p}
is also closed under finite conjunctions. Write ε(x, y) for the cartesian product ε1×· · ·×εm
of the equivalence relations, where each εi gives rise to the sort of ti . The important fact
to keep in mind is that, for any realization a |= pL , all realizations of the formula ε(x, a)
also realize pL . (In other words, an ε-class cannot be further divided by definable sets in
the “reduced structure”.)
Let A denote the parameter set of p, so also the parameter set of pL by convention. Just
so the reader has a sense of our approach: all dimensions of types and formulas will be
evaluated using generic points over A.
For notational convenience write U for the domain of ε, and write x !→ x¯ for the
quotient map from U onto U/ε, namely, onto the sort of t = (t1, . . . , tm). For any
a ∈ U the class a/ε is definable over a¯. Hence for any b that is a generic point of
a/ε over Aa¯, dim(a¯/A) = dim(b/A) − dim ε(x, a), by Lemma 3.3, since dim(a¯/A) =
dim(b/A) − dim(b/Aa¯). This gives a special formula for evaluating the dimension of p,
namely:
dim(p) = max{dim(a/A)− dim ε(x, a) : a |= pL}. (3)
Let k be minimal among 0, . . . , |x | for which there is a generic realization a |= pL over A
such that dim ε(x, a) = k; hence there are realizations of p with dimension dim(pL)− k,
and let nk = dim(pL). The value k gives an upper bound on the dimension of ε-classes
of realizations of pL that can be preimages of generic realizations of p in the following
sense: for any a |= p such that dim ε(x, a) > k, taking b realizing ε(x, a) generically over
Aa¯ yields
dim(a¯/A) = dim(b/A)− dim ε(x, a) < nk − k,
so a¯ cannot be a generic realization of p.
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Let ζ denote the set of all i ∈ {0, . . . , k} for which there is some a ∈ U whose ε-class
has dimension i ; hence k ∈ ζ by hypothesis. For each i ∈ ζ let θ i (x) be the L-formula
defining the set of all b for which dim ε(x, b) = i , which exists by Fact 2.4. Let f k be the
formula in p whose reduction f kL has dimension nk (= dim pL). For each i ∈ ζ \ {k} we
produce a formula f i in p according to the two following cases.
Case 1. Assume there is a |= pL such that dim ε(x, a) = i . Hence pL is consistent with
θ i , and the dimension ni = dim(pL ∧ θ i ) is less than nk by assumption on k. Again there
is f i in p such that dim( f iL ∧ θ i ) = ni .
Case 2. Assume there is no a |= pL such that dim ε(x, a) = i , so pL is inconsistent with
θ i , and by compactness there is some f i in p such that f iL ∧ θ i is inconsistent.
The values ni for i ∈ ζ \ {k} we produced are important because
dim(p) = max
i∈ζ (ni − i),
according to the formula in (3). We claim that f = ∧i∈ζ f i has the same dimension as
p, for which it suffices to show that all realizations of f have dimension (over A) that is
bounded by values of ni − i for i ∈ ζ . First note that dim fL = nk , since fL is in pL and
implies f kL . Thus for any a |= fL such that dim ε(x, a) > k, again dim(a¯/A) < nk − k
as per previous calculation. Let a |= fL such that dim ε(x, a) ≤ k; say dim ε(x, a) = i ,
and note that i is in ζ by definition of ζ . Therefore a |= f iL ∧ θ i , where we take θ i to be
x = x in the case i = k. Since the formula f iL ∧ θ i is consistent it has dimension ni . Any
b realizing ε(x, a) generically over Aaa¯ also realizes f iL ∧ θ i , which implies
dim(a¯/A) = dim(b/A)− dim ε(x, a) ≤ ni − i,
as desired. 
4. The main theorem
Theorem 4.1. Assume D is a structure whose theory is geometric and surgical. Any stable
structure interpretable in D is superstable of finite U-rank.
Fix the following notation: T is a geometric surgical theory with language L, L0 ⊂ Leq
is the language of an interpreted structure, and X denotes the Leq-sort over which all
L0-variables range. For each model A |= T we use X (A) to denote the interpreted L0-
structure, and write K0 for the class of all X (A) such that A |= T .
Assume T0 = Th(K0) is stable; in other words, all L0-formulas are stable with respect
to T eq. We will show that T0 is superstable of finite U -rank.
Again let D be a monster model for T , so X (D) is also a monster model for T0. Any
type over X (D) is a partial type over Deq, and thus has well defined dimension. Our proof
reduces to one key idea: the length of any forking chain p0 ⊂ p1 ⊂ · · · of types in the
L0-structure is bounded by the dimension of p0. This is the conclusion of Lemmas 4.3 and
4.4, since the condition
dim(qn) < dim(qn−1) < · · · < dim(q0) ≤ dim(p0)
is satisfied by the types in the latter lemma.
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For clarity of notation we write S(−) for the Stone spaces of types in the Leq-structure,
and SL0(−) for the Stone spaces of types in the L0-structure.
Lemma 4.2. For any models A ≺ B ≺ D, if a type p ∈ SL0(B) does not fork over X (A)
in the L0-structure, then dim(p) = dim(p  A).
Proof. Assume p ∈ SL0(B) does not fork over X (A). Replacing B by an elementary
extension as necessary and p by its unique L0-extension that does not fork over X (A), we
may assume that B is |A|+-saturated. The type p is finitely satisfiable in X (A) ⊂ Aeq,
hence the stability of the L0-structure implies that p does not fork over Aeq with respect to
the Leq-structure. (Although p might fork over the set X (A) in the Leq-structure.) Assume
toward a contradiction that dim(p) < dim(p  A) = n. Let q ∈ S(A) be a completion
of p  A such that dim(q) = n. Local stability ensures that p and q are consistent; that
is, Lemma I.2.18 of [4] ensures that there is some p′ ∈ SL0(B) that is consistent with q
and does not fork over A, so the completeness of q and the uniqueness of non-forking
extensions over models in the L0-structure imply p = p′.
Let a realize p ∪ q generically over B; so dim(a/B) ≤ dim(p) < n, but dim(a/A) = n
by the completeness of q . Proposition 3.7 implies that there is f = f (x, b) in p such that
dim(q ∧ f ) < n. By saturation there is a sequence (bi ) in B of realizations of tp(b/A)
that is dimension independent over A, namely, dim(bi/Ab0, . . . , bi−1) = dim(bi/A) for
all i = 0, 1, . . .. Since p is the unique non-forking extension of p  X (A) = p  A, all
formulas f (x, bi ) are also in p. Thus dim(a/Abi) < n for all i . The contradiction we
obtain comes from a general technique. First note that dim(bi/A) > dim(bi/Aa) for all i ,
by symmetry of dimension-independence. We claim that
dim(a/Ab0, . . . , bi+1) < dim(a/Ab0, . . . , bi ) (4)
for all i . For were equality to hold for some i , symmetry and transitivity would imply that
dim(bi+1/Ab0, . . . , bi ) = dim(bi+1/Ab0, . . . , bi , a) ≤ dim(bi+1/Aa).
And since the left-hand side equals dim(bi+1/A), this would contradict that
dim(bi+1/A) > dim(bi+1/Aa). The condition in (4) yields an infinite, strictly descending
sequence of integers below n, the desired contradiction. 
Lemma 4.3. For any models A ≺ B ≺ D, if a type p ∈ SL0(B) forks over X (A) in the
L0-structure, then dim(p) < dim(p  A).
Proof. Our first step is to show that, for any type p ∈ SL0(B) with dim(p) = n, there is a
sequence (ai ) of realizations of p that is a Morley sequence (over X (B)) with respect to the
L0-structure, such that dim(ai/Ba0, . . . , ai−1) = n for all i = 0, 1, . . .. Take C ≺ D to be
a |B|+-saturated extension of B , and let q ∈ SL0(C) be a coheir of p. Lemma 4.2 implies
that dim(q) = n. Any sequence (ai) in C such that each ai realizes q  Ba0, . . . , ai−1 is
X (B)-indiscernible (by finite satisfiability of q) and is clearly forking independent in the
L0-structure. Thus taking ai realizing q  Ba0, . . . , ai−1 generically for each i = 0, 1, . . .
yields the desired Morley sequence.
Assume toward a contradiction that p ∈ SL0(B) forks over X (A) but that dim(p) =
dim(p  A) = n. Then there is an element c of the canonical base of p that is in Beq but not
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in Aeq. (The canonical base is contained in X (B)eq but not X (A)eq, and X (B)eq ∩ Aeq =
X (A)eq by Fact 1.2.) Therefore dim(c/A) > 0 by Proposition 3.5, and it is this that we
shall contradict.
Let (ai ) be a Morley sequence in p with respect to the L0-structure such
that dim(ai/Ba0, . . . , ai−1) = n for all i = 0, 1, . . .. Since dim(p  A) = n,
dim(ai/Aa0, . . . , ai−1) = n for all i by transitivity. Thus for each k ≥ 0,
dim(a0, . . . , ak/B) =
k∑
i=0
dim(ai/Ba0, . . . , ai−1) by additivity
=
k∑
i=0
dim(ai/Aa0, . . . , ai−1)
= dim(a0, . . . , ak/A),
and therefore
dim(a0, . . . , ak/A) = dim(a0, . . . , ak/Ac).
Thus by symmetry
dim(c/Aa0, . . . , ak) = dim(c/A)
for all k ≥ 0. However since (ai ) is a Morley sequence in p, there is some k ≥ 0 such that
c is definable over (a0, . . . , ak). (See Lemma I.2.28 of [4], for instance.) But this implies
dim(c/A) = 0, the contradiction. 
Lemma 4.4. Let p0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ pn be a forking chain of complete types with respect to the
L0-structure. Then there are elementary substructures A0 ≺ · · · ≺ An ≺ D and types
qi ∈ SL0(Ai ) for i = 0, . . . , n, such that q0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ qn is a forking chain in the L0-
structure and each qi extends pi .
Proof. The first step is to show that for any such forking chain p0, . . . , pn , there is a
forking chain p′i (i = 0, . . . , n) of types over models of T0 such that each p′i extends pi .
This is basically an exercise in the forking calculus, and the following “induction step”
contains the essential idea.
Induction step. Assume p ∈ SL0(A) and q ∈ SL0(B), with A ⊂ B and q a forking
extension of p. For any model M |= T0 containing A, there is an A-conjugate model M ′,
and a model N ′ containing M ′B , and types p′ ∈ SL0(M ′) and q ′ ∈ SL0(N ′) extending p
and q respectively such that q ′ is a forking extension of p′.
To prove this, first note that we may assume both p and q are stationary, as this does not
affect the forking hypothesis. Let a |= q , and let M ′ be a realization of tpL0(M/A) that is
independent from a B . Let p′ = tpL0(a/M ′), which is clearly a non-forking extension of
p. The forking calculus implies that tpL0(a/M
′B) does not fork over B . Let N ′ be a model
containing M ′B , and let q ′ ∈ SL0(N ′) the non-forking extension of q . The stationarity of
q implies that q ′ extends p′. Since tpL0(a/M
′) does not fork over A but tpL0(a/B) does,
q ′ is a forking extension of p′.
Thus we may assume that pi (i = 0, . . . , n) is a forking chain over models of T0, and
we want to replace this with a forking chain over models in K0. For any model M |= T0,
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there is some A |= T and an elementary embedding M ↪→ X (A). The following induction
step implies how the desired chain qi (i = 0, . . . , n) is produced.
Induction step. Assume M ≺ N are models of T0 and p ∈ SL0(N) forks over M . For any
A |= T and elementary embedding σ : M → X (A), there is an extension B # A and an
elementary embedding τ : N → X (B) such that τ extends σ and the image τp forks over
X (A).
To prove this, let A |= T , and assume M $ X (A) for notational convenience. Since
p forks over M , there is a formula f = f (x, b) in p that is not satisfiable in M . Let
q(y) ∈ SL0(A) be an heir of tpL0(b/M). We write T0(N) for the complete L0-diagram
of N , and accordingly T (A) for the complete L-diagram of A, and identify the new
constant symbols with the elements of N and A respectively, subject to the provision that
N ∩ A = M . Considering q(b) as a theory in the language L0 augmented with symbols for
the elements of X (A) and b, we claim that the theory T (A) ∪ T0(N) ∪ q(b) is consistent.
Assuming for the moment this theory is consistent, observe what we get: there is an
elementary extension B # A, and an embedding τ : N → B such that τ is elementary
with respect to the L0-structure, τ fixes M , and τ sends b to a realization of q(y). The
formula f (x, τb) over X (B) is not satisfiable in X (A), since q is an heir of tpL0(b/M).
And as f (x, τb) is in τp, this type forks over X (A).
Assume toward a contradiction that T (A) ∪ T0(N) ∪ q(b) is inconsistent, so by
compactness there is a formula g(y) in q(y) such that T (A) ∪ T0(N) |= ¬g(b). Since
the pure formula g belongs to L0, there is a sentence s in the complete L0-diagram
T0(A) ⊂ T (A) such that T0(N) |= s → ¬g(b). We may write s = s(a, c) and
g(y) = g(y, a, c), where the tuple a is in M and c is in X (A) \ M . By our provision
for the names of constant symbols,
T0(N) |= ∀z(s(a, z)→ ¬g(b, a, z))
(as c is disjoint from N). Note that the diagram T0(A) is contained in the type q(y),
so the formula s(a, c) ∧ g(y, a, c) is already in q(y). Hence there is c′ in M such that
s(a, c′)∧ g(y, a, c′) is in tpL0(b/M), since q(y) is an heir of this type. But this means that
N |= s(a, c′) ∧ g(b, a, c′), the contradiction. 
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